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Developing Local Innovation Capacity
to Drive Global Health Improvements
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Abstract In global health, innovation often comes from “outside-in”: industrialized
countries develop new drugs, devices, or services, and export them to low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs) (Syed et al. in Global Health 9:36, 2013). Yet
there is a growing recognition that there is real potential for “bi-directional flow of
knowledge, ideas, skills and innovation” (Syed et al. 2013). To generate sustainable
impact at scale, high-income countries should further encourage this local innovation
capacity. One way to do so is to export more than just finished products to LMICs,
but also the knowledge, processes, and cultural mindset that support repeated success
in new product and service development.
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Learning Objectives
This chapter begins with an overview of core concepts in product innovation, then
presents an innovation workshop. The goal of this chapter and its accompanying
workshop is to provide teams with a set of fundamental concepts for thinking about
new product development, as well as a detailed set of exercises whose output offers
concrete steps for either increasing the chances of success for an existing product
or service, or taking a brand new idea into the prototype phase. This workshop has
been taught in multiple settings (corporate, academic, and startup) in both the United
States and Thailand. By training teams in this way, we might best support nascent
innovation capacity and help teams in LMICs bring more desirable, feasible, and
viable innovations into their local communities, and potentially to the world at large.
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3.1 Core Concepts in Product Innovation

There are many strategies high-income countries can leverage to best catalyze global
health innovation in LMICs (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine 2017), but many of these approaches focus on technology investments.
However, not all great innovations are technological in nature, and innovations
in processes and implementation methods can have significant impact (Donaldson
2014). Interestingly, while the United States and other high-income countries are
recognized for taking the lead in defining, refining, and systematizing innovation as
a practice, their chief exports are often the products themselves rather than the less
tangible, but critical knowledge and processes that enable repeated success in inno-
vation. To build a common foundation for readers, we first review five core concepts
in product innovation, and highlight frameworks that implement them. These frame-
works are not mutually exclusive, and are in fact closely related in their approach
to product innovation. Together, they can offer valuable points of view. These core
concepts are (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 The five core concepts of product innovation and their corresponding frameworks
reviewed in this chapter

Core Concept Framework

1. Conduct qualitative interviews to build
empathy with users to better understand
their unmet needs

Design Thinking (Brown 2009; Dam and Siang
2019)

2. Translate users’ needs from high-level
qualitative descriptions into standardized,
testable statements to derive quantitative
results that guide product development

Outcome Driven Innovation (Ulwick 2016)

3. Identify underlying assumptions about the
user, their needs, or how the product or
service will be implemented, then define a
test plan to reduce risk and increase chances
of success

Sense and Respond (Gothelf and Seiden 2017)

4. Test a new product or service with users as
it’s being built to better respond to changes
in the user, their needs, and their
environment

Agile Software Development (Beck et al. 2001;
Koch 2011; Lucidchart Content Team 2017a)

5. Products have a lifecycle—a beginning,
middle, and end—and there are important
trade-offs to consider between product risk
and operating cost over the life of the
product

Think It, Build It, Ship It, Tweak It (Kniberg
2013)
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3.2 Core Concept 1: Build Empathy with Users

In global health, those developing new products and services are often not the end
beneficiaries of the innovation. As such, it is critical to deeply understand the target
population as individuals to enable us to design more relevant solutions that better
fit into their lives. Without building this empathy, we’re more likely to miss impor-
tant factors and apply misconceptions that could result in less useful products and
failed implementations. As noted by Juma and Yee-Cheong (2005), “Creating appro-
priate products for low-resource settings requires not only a rethinking of what is
considered a health technology, but also cross-disciplinary innovation and in-depth
understanding of the particular needs of each country.” Design Thinking is one
popular approach to innovation with a foundation in building the empathy necessary
to understand our target audience:

What’s special about Design Thinking is that designers’ work processes can help us system-
atically extract, teach, learn and apply these human-centered techniques to solve problems
in a creative and innovative way – in our designs, in our businesses, in our countries, in our
lives. (Dam and Siang 2019)

Formore detail on how to build empathywith users through qualitative interviews,
readers are referred to the chapter by Tony Gallanis in this book and to Tim Brown’s
capstone book (Brown 2009) on Design Thinking.

3.3 Core Concept 2: Define Standardized User Need
Statements

Spending time empathizing with users enables the designer to formulate the user’s
problems and goals in a user-centric way. These user need statements, also called
problem statements or point-of-view statements, capture what a user is trying to
get done and why. They can be defined in various formats (Gibbons 2019; Dam and
Siang 2019;Barry 2010), and can help direct the ideation processwhen brainstorming
solutions. For example:

Carolyn, a frail retiree recovering from knee surgery, needs to learn and practice mobility
exercises so that she can quickly return to her normal daily activities that really matter to
her.

In his book, Jobs to be Done (Ulwick 2016), business consultant Anthony Ulwick
proposed an alternative format for need statements as well as a process to enable
teams to more exhaustively define, prioritize, and test which user needs are most
significant and ripe with opportunity for innovation. His process, called Outcome
Driven Innovation, focuses on better understanding what “job” a user is trying to get
done, and how users measure the value of a solution they might use when getting
that job done.
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Given the user defined above, Carolyn’s “job” is to recover from surgery. There are
many solutions that might help her get that job done. Some solutions are better than
others. But how do we know? We must understand how our users measure value.
According to Ulwick, the way we do that is by understanding our users’ desired
outcomes. These tell us how our users gauge to what extent a solution helps them
get their job done. For Carolyn, she might value the speed at which she recovers, her
level of pain, and the extent of knee mobility she regains after surgery and physical
therapy. Desired outcomes like these are uncovered during the course of empathizing
with users, such as in user interviews.

3.4 Core Concept 3: Identify and Test Underlying
Assumptions

New product innovation benefits from a diversity of input and feedback. We might
think new discoveries and novel products are the result of the lone genius tinkering
away in his or her laboratory or office, but more commonly innovation is the result
of cross-disciplinary teams working together to achieve a common goal. This is
perhaps even more prevalent in the global health context, where a multi-faceted and
synchronized approach is crucial for successful implementation. This diversity is
crucial for uncovering assumptions made by the innovation team.

Akin to testing a scientific theory, assumptions should be formulated into ques-
tions or hypotheses statements, then tested to validate or invalidate what the team
is building or believes to be true. These hypotheses might be about the innovation
itself (e.g. technical assumptions), about the users (e.g. who the users are or what
they need), or about how the innovation might be built or implemented. For instance:

• Are we solving the right problem for our users?
• Do we have the right solution to those problems?
• How can we implement our solution to best reach our users?
• Can our solution be built? Does it depend on new science or new technology?
• Can our solution be sustainably financed, and sustainably fixed when it breaks?

Oneway to testwhether or not the right problemhas been identified is to rigorously
uncover and test users’ desired outcomes, as described in the previous section on the
OutcomeDriven Innovation framework. This and the other questions above represent
risk that should be iteratively reduced over time to improve the chances of success.
The next core concept offers one approach to addressing risk.
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3.5 Core Concept 4: Adapt to Changes with Continuous
Iteration

Most global health initiatives are static and follow the traditional, linear product
development cycle. In software development, the traditional approach follows the
Waterfall methodology, where requirements are fully specified upfront, the design
is executed, then the software is finally built, tested, and shipped to users. While the
Waterfall approach can be used successfully to deliver “clean” bug-free code and
new features, it does a bad job in helping teams quickly respond to changes in the
market, such as evolving user needs, or in managing the inherent uncertainty of the
software development process itself (Lucidchart Content Team 2017b).

TheAgile approach to software development, popularizedby thepublicationof the
Manifesto for Agile Software Development in 2001 (Beck et al. 2001), was developed
in response to the weaknesses of the heavier, more planned Waterfall approach.
Several methods implementing Agile principles have been developed over the years,
and include Scrum, Kanban, and Extreme Programming (XP) (Lucidchart Content
Team 2017a). In general, Agile principles value experimentation and responding to
change over following a strict product plan. This helps minimize sunk costs from
over-planning or from building too much before testing the product with target users
(Koch 2011).

If possible, teams should plan their product development in such a way that the
product is developed in steps, where each step offers an incremental increase in
value to the user and can be tested. In this way, the build process for each step will be
drastically shorter than the build process for the entire finished product. Shorter build
times enable teams to test those scoped-down products directly with stakeholders
or end users, which provides a vital source of feedback to help guide the team.
Regular testing can also help uncover assumptions that had not yet been identified.
For instance, perhaps there are local government regulations that influence how a
product or service can be sold or delivered, or there are unexpected social factors that
affect last-mile implementation. Identifying these assumptions as early as possible
helps reduce risk, and iterative product development is a key tool that enables these
key insights to occur.

3.6 Core Concept 5: Products Have a Lifecycle

The final core concept and its framework are discussed in significant detail, as they
provide a useful mental model to help teams better understand the entire innovation
process, and allow us to tie together the previous four core concepts.

At the most basic level, products have four stages in their lifecycle: ideation,
development, delivery to end users, and end-of-life or sunsetting, where products
are taken off the market. Whereas Agile provides teams a set of values and practices
to plan, develop, and deliver software during the development phase, it is helpful to
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Fig. 3.1 In the Think It, Build It, Ship It, Tweak It framework, product risk is highest early in
the product lifecycle, before the product has been built, tested, and shipped to users. However, the
operating cost can be kept at its lowest during this early stage by committing only limited resources
(e.g. a small team instead of a large team). Once product risk has been reduced through user testing
and prototyping, more resources can be more safely committed (e.g. a larger team) as the product
moves into the Build It stage

have a higher-level view of the entire product development lifecycle. This section
provides an overview of the product lifecycle using the “Think It, Build It, Ship
It, Tweak It” framework, developed by the company behind Spotify, the music app.
Readers are referred to the original article (Kniberg 2013) for a more in-depth review
of this framework. These four lifecycle stages help us understand important tradeoffs
between product risk and operating cost over time.

3.6.1 Think It

The goal of the Think It stage is to provide the team evidence that their target users
do in fact have a significant unmet need, and that the proposed solution might fulfill
that need. The evidence must be compelling enough to further develop the product.
If not, teams can save time and resources by shifting their efforts elsewhere. Teams
should be able to answer by the end of this stage, “Arewe building the right product?”
To get at this answer, teams should start by defining all their assumptions, as well as
criteria to help the teamgaugewhether or not the product is successful once launched.
Basic assumptions that should be addressed include:

• Who is our user?
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• What do they need?
• What value will this product provide them?
• What value will this product provide our team (or company) if it’s successful?
• Can we build it?
• How will we acquire our users?

Examples of product success criteria include:

• User behavior measures, such as adoption and retention
• Technical measures, such as service uptime, total bugs, and bug severity
• Business measures, such as revenue, cost of customer acquisition or implemen-

tation, and length of sales or implementation cycle

Assumptions represent risk, which can be minimized by running tests, usually
in the form of building and testing prototypes with potential users. Business and
technical risks might also be reduced in this stage using other experiments, like
measuring landing page conversion from aGoogleAdWords campaign that describes
the software idea, or by building technical prototypes of the most challenging parts
of the software architecture. In general, the more iterations tested, the better the
final product (First Round Review 2018). There are a plethora of types of exper-
iments teams can run. For a non-exhaustive list of examples, readers are referred
to Jeff Sauro’s writing on user research methods (Sauro 2014, 2015). This proto-
typing approach is extremely important in projects for global health initiatives. In a
global health context, the product innovators are often not the same as the end users,
even if the team is a local one. These differences in context can lead to a multi-
tude of assumptions that could result in failure of the product or in its sustainable
implementation.

Not all assumptions will be satisfactorily addressed during the Think It stage. It
is a judgment call by the team for when to commit the resources to move forward
with building the product. In addition, even if some evidence was acquired for certain
assumptions, these tests often extend into the next lifecycle stages as the product is
built and delivered. This is a different approach from many current global health
initiatives, which rely on more traditional, linear development. The challenge is to
strike a balance between enough good evidence to support the potential of a product
and the speed of development. This ensures that the innovation cycle is faster and
provides relevant, tangible, and timely interventions and products for the global
health community.

The Innovation Workshop presented later in this chapter is designed to take place
during the Think It stage, although it is applicable to the other stages as well. We
come back to this point later in the chapter.
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3.6.2 Build It

If the team agrees what’s been prototyped is valuable enough to build, more resources
are committed and the team enters the Build It stage. Operating costs increase as
headcount goes up, but because the team hasn’t yet shipped product to real users,
they can’t be sure they’re further reducing product risk.

During this stage, it helps to narrow focus and prioritize efforts, as one team can’t
build everything, all at once. Instead, teams should prioritize work on the hardest,
highest-risk assumptions first. A simple analogy is drug development—while it’s
easier to design the product packaging for a newdrug (bottles, boxes), pharmaceutical
companies instead focus first on testing whether or not a drug candidate can deliver
on its target health outcome.Why develop the packaging if they can’t build the drug?
Teams should force-rank their assumptions defined in the Think It stage based on
risk, with the greater-risk items having higher priorities. If two risks are gauged
roughly equal, then the risk that is lower-effort to test should be prioritized higher to
increase the speed at which teams can address these risks.

During the Built It stage, it’s also important to develop the product from the start
with a focus on quality: well-written code and robust, performant product compo-
nents. However, this doesn’t mean delivering the perfect product. The balance is in
delivering a narrow product with the fewest possible features such that it delivers
compelling value to the user, but built in a way that it won’t catastrophically fail
during usage. Once a small increment of working product is built, it’s ready to be
delivered to users.

3.6.3 Ship It

The Ship It stage is when teams start to roll out product to real users. To manage
risk during software development, teams often rollout products in three phases
of increasing penetration into the user base: alpha, beta, and generally available.
This requires teams to listen to user feedback, and iteratively fix bugs while main-
taining focus on achieving their previously defined product success criteria. Partic-
ular success criteria, like service uptime or customer satisfaction, can help identify
whether or not there are new problems to address as more users adopt the product.
While there are no standards for how many users to reach during each rollout phase,
the rule of thumb is to generate sufficient evidence for the success criteria that the
team can confidently rollout to more users.
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3.6.4 Tweak It

If success criteria continue to be met, and any performance issues that arose during
rollout are addressed, the product or feature has achieved general availabilitywhen all
target users have it available for use. At this point, the feature moves into the Tweak
It stage. In this stage, the product or feature might be iteratively improved upon, or
simply moved into a maintenance mode and supported by only occasional bug fixes.
The operating costs in this stage decrease over time as product developers shift their
focus to other projects. Products only leave this stage if they’re fully deprecated or
sunset.

In this model of product development, the operating cost (the cost it takes to build
the product) is lowest during the Think It stage: there might only be a small team
(2–3 people) developing prototypes, after which a larger team is hired to develop the
product in the Build It and Ship It stages. However, the product risk is highest during
the Think It stage as the team is not yet sure if they’re solving the right problem
or have the right solution. While this sounds like a grave challenge, in reality this
presents a great opportunity to learn as much as possible (to reduce product risk)
while the costs are lowest (before significant funds have been invested). In this way,
by prioritizing research and development on the highest-risk assumptions, teams can
incrementally collect evidence that helps them either change course or end the project
entirely.

3.7 Core Concepts Summary

These core concepts and their corresponding frameworks are not mutually exclu-
sive, and are often used in tandem during product development (see graphic below).
For example, qualitative user interviews provide the foundation for formulating user
need statements. These user need statements can be re-written as outcome statements
following the Outcome Driven Innovation framework, which can then be tested to
provide more quantitative data to guide the team. Assumptions about the product,
user, and implementation plan can then be systematically identified, and a research
plan developed using the Sense and Respond model. Next, Agile practices like iter-
ative development and regular user testing can help keep the product relevant and
focused on meeting the users’ needs identified earlier. Finally, the “Think It, Build
It, Ship It, Tweak It” framework helps us keep in mind that upfront testing of our
hypotheses is very cost-effective, and even after a product has been implementedwith
its target users, a long tail “Tweak It” phase is often necessary to continue adjusting
the product so it continues to meet its users’ needs over time (Fig. 3.2).

Each framework contributes valuablemethods to the innovation process. But it can
be difficult to reconcile them into a cohesive model of effective product innovation.
Together, these core concepts and the accompanying workshop exercises presented
below provide both a high-level mental model for successful product development,
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Fig. 3.2 The five frameworks fit together across the product lifecycle

as well as the tactical detail necessary to help teams implement innovation best
practices. The goal is to enable teams to zoom out to understand where they are
headed, then zoom back in to take measurable steps toward achieving their goals.

3.8 Innovation Workshop

In general, innovation is usually seen as more art than science, but in reality the
innovation process can be broken down into concrete steps. By following a best
practice innovation process, teams might both increase their chances of success as
well as better repeat those accomplishments, thus creating a sustainable cycle of
innovation. This workshop presents a set of eight exercises designed to generate
discussion and produce a diverse set of ideas used to develop an actionable research
plan for validating new product ideas.

During the workshop, teams identify target users, describe and prioritize their
users’ unmet needs, and then brainstorm features that might fulfill those needs.
Next, teams identify any underlying assumptions they’ve made and then rank those
assumptions by level of risk should their assumptions prove invalid. Finally, teams
develop a user and market research plan for testing their highest-risk assumptions.
The exercises are presented together as a single cohesive workshop, but each exercise
can optionally take place individually over an extended period of time. The eight
exercises are as follows:

1. Define your objective: 10 min
2. Identify target users: 5 min
3. Define users’ needs: 10 min
4. Prioritize desired outcomes: 25 min
5. Brainstorm features: 35 min
6. Decide: 10 min
7. Identify assumptions: 15 min
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8. Define the research plan: 10 min.

Each exercise is covered in more detail below, and in the accompanying work-
shop slides (Moses 2018). The workshop is designed for 2 hours of active time for
exercises, with an additional hour for facilitator-led instruction to teach participants
the five core concepts, for a total of 3 hours to complete the workshop. If there is
more than one team participating in the workshop, there is an optional 20 minute
exercise at the end of the workshop for teams to take turns presenting their results.

These exercises are not only for those interested in starting a commercial business
or working in a large enterprise, but are equally as applicable for improving global
health interventions. While the workshop is framed around product innovation, a
“product” can be anything that meets a user’s needs. Products need not have large
user bases, nor do they need to be commercialized. A product might be physical,
digital, or service-based. It can be proprietary or open source.

The workshop is designed to take place during the Think It stage of product
development to give teams a foundation to kickoff new product innovation with the
greatest chance of success. However, if teams have already progressed to prototyping,
or have an existing product or service in use by their target population, they can still
benefit from these exercises. Product functionality and product-market fit can always
be improved. These exercises can direct more advanced teams to systematically
assess what desired outcomes their product should be meeting, identify outstanding
assumptions, and determine a research plan to test those assumptions.

The workshop is best conducted for a team of 5–7 participants. No prior
entrepreneurial or product development experience is required. While more than
one team can participate in the same workshop, each team is best served by a single
dedicated, trained facilitator who is familiar with the instructions. Each team should
have ample colored sticky notes, 5–7 sharpie markers, blank printer paper, and a
large whiteboard for assembling their Outcome Map. For the Solution Sketches, it is
helpful to use larger, 6 × 8 in. sticky notes. If that is not available, participants can
fold a piece of printer paper in half. Slides for facilitating the workshop are provided
in open-source format on Github (Moses 2018).

3.9 Workshop Output

The output of the workshop is organized into an outcome-based product roadmap,
or OutcomeMap. The OutcomeMap is a simple visualization that combines a target
user’s desired outcomes, potential features that might meet those outcomes, assump-
tions about the user, product, ormarket, aswell as ideas for testing those assumptions.
It enables teams to collaboratively identify and refine a series of practical steps for
effective product innovation (Fig. 3.3).

TheOutcomeMap is prioritizedfirst by “Opportunity” (ameasure of user’s needs),
then by risk. Teams may choose to prioritize the Outcome Map in other ways, such
as by a measure of financial sustainability or technical feasibility. However, even if
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Fig. 3.3 The outcome-based product roadmap, or Outcome Map, that teams will develop in this
workshop. The map can be assembled on a whiteboard or table using colored sticky notes

a product or feature is technically feasible, it might not be financially sustainable if
there is not strong demand, i.e. if we do not target our users’ significant unmet needs.
For this reason, teams focus first on prioritizing by Opportunity to ensure they’re
meeting their user’s greatest unmet needs.

To save timeduring theworkshop and aid in presenting instructions to participants,
it is helpful for facilitators to prepare the basic four-column structure of the Outcome
Map on a whiteboard before the workshop begins. The facilitator might also provide
a completed example Outcome Map to give participants better direction for how to
define items within each column.

3.10 Workshop Scenario

The workshop provides participants the following shared scenario:

Laboratory studying interventions for treating frailty
Imaginewe’reworking in a lab studying interventions to improve health outcomes for
frail individuals, and preventing frailty among adults 65 years and older. Frail individ-
uals have less ability to cope with acute stressor events like surgery or emergencies,
which can lead to worse health outcomes than those who are not frail. Specifically,
we’ve found that a group exercise program improves health outcomes, and we’ve
published our results. A review article was recently published that cited our paper
and backed up the evidence with additional articles supporting our findings. Our
intervention is comprised of 5 upper- and lower-body exercises, done for 60 seconds
each, 3 times per week, for 12 consecutive weeks. After reading an interesting article
in Forbes describing significant business opportunities in this space, our principal
investigator sets an objective to guide our team to productize our intervention:

Launch a product or service that improves functional capacity and mobility for frail adults
65 years and older.
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Table 3.2 Good and bad objective statements

Good objective statement Bad objective statement

Launch a product or service that improves
functional capacity and mobility for frail adults
65 years and older

Build a mobile app for seniors that delivers a
workout plan that tailors 5 exercises for the
user, and allows them to schedule and track
their performance over time

3.11 Workshop Exercises

3.11.1 Exercise 1: Define Your Objective

Conventionally, in many companies product planning happens in aWaterfall fashion:
the leader defines the vision and a 3–5 year product roadmap, and his or her leader-
ship team translates that into each of their respective team’s goals. The problem with
this approach is that it doesn’t take into account the inherent nonlinearity of product
development, caused by the iterative nature of building, testing, and learning from
users as well as changes in the market that might come from new regulations or the
entry of a new competitor. Teams need a way to navigate these challenges without
being constrained to any particular solution, but are provided enough guidance that
they can remain focused on delivering their target user outcome. This can be accom-
plished with a well-defined Objective statement, which describes the outcome to be
achieved but not how the team will achieve it (Gothelf and Seiden 2017) (Table 3.2).

3.11.2 Exercise 2: Identify Target Users

Imagine youwere going to give a talk at a conference.When preparing, youmight ask
yourself, “Who is my audience?” Similarly, we need to understand our audience—
our user when developing a product. In this workshop, we provide the following
simplified user persona as part of our scenario:

Frail 85-year old after surgery

I just had surgery and am returning home. Because I’m frail, I might have worse health
outcomes. My goal is to recover as quickly as possible and to return to my previous state of
health.

Participants should reference this user persona for the remaining exercises.
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3.11.3 Exercise 3: Define Users’ Needs

Participants are asked to brainstorm desired outcome statements for the target user
persona defined above. For example, these statements might be:

Desired outcome statements

• Minimize the time it takes to recover from my surgery
• Minimize the likelihood I’m injured when exercising
• Maximize the amount of fat I lose when exercising

In reality, a user might have 100–200 desired outcomes, but for the purpose of
this workshop, participants are asked to generate as many as they can in 5 minutes.
Facilitators are urged to read Ulwick’s book (Ulwick 2016) for more detail on this
methodology.

3.11.4 Exercise 4. Prioritize Desired Outcomes

In Outcome Driven Innovation, user need statements are assembled into a survey,
which is then fielded to hundreds of target users to providemore quantitative evidence
to help teams understand which needs are most unmet. This is achieved by asking
survey respondents to rank on a Likert scale their level of agreement with two key
questions for each desired outcome:

1. When [doing the job or activity], how important is it for you to [achieve desired
outcome]?

2. When [doing the job or activity], how satisfied are youwith theway you currently
[achieve desired outcome]?

For instance:

1. When recovering from surgery, how important is it for you to recover quickly?
2. When recovering from surgery, how satisfied are you with how fast you’re

currently able to recover from surgery?

By aggregating responses to these two questions, teams can visualize each desired
outcome as a coordinate in a two-dimensional plot of Importance vs. Satisfaction.
Those desired outcomes that rank very important but very dissatisfied reveal key
opportunities for innovation (Fig. 3.4).

In lieu of conducting a large survey to collect quantitative data on users’ ratings of
satisfaction and importance, we use a quicker, easier method during the workshop.
First, facilitators ask teams to force rank the desired outcomes they brainstormed in
order of estimated importance to the user, from high to low. The facilitator records
the rank order of each outcome, then asks the team to re-order the outcomes by
estimated user satisfaction, from low to high. By adding together these two rank
orders, andusing the importance rank to break any ties between twoequal sums, teams
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Fig. 3.4 A plot of desired
outcome statements can
reveal significant unmet
needs

can approximate a relative “Opportunity Score.” The desired outcome statements
can now be placed on the Outcome Map in ascending order, where the smaller the
Opportunity Score, the greater the users’ unmet need, and the higher on the map the
outcome will be placed. If they haven’t already, facilitators ask the team to write the
desired outcome statements on sticky notes and then place them on the left side of
the Outcome Map in one vertical line.

At this stage, the participants have defined their user’s needs and estimated the
opportunity for innovation for each need based on how important and dissatisfied
the user is in achieving that need. Next, we take these results and brainstorm features
that might meet our user’s needs.

3.11.5 Exercise 5: Brainstorm Features

What features will help our users meet their desired outcomes? Facilitators should
remind participants to develop features that would help the user achieve their desired
outcomes—not just the features they like. This section is broken down into three key
exercises, adapted from the Design Sprint method developed at Google (Knapp et al.
2016), and described in more detail in the accompanying slide deck:

1. Brain dump: write down anything that comes to mind on a sheet of paper
2. Crazy 8’s: rapid low-fidelity sketches of eight concepts, or a user flow of 1–2

concepts
3. Solution Sketch: more detailed sketch of a single concept.

Once the Solution Sketches are complete, facilitators ask teams to place them
on the Outcome Map next to the desired outcomes they help achieve. If a feature
achieves more than one desired outcome, then move that outcome statement into the
same row.
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3.11.6 Exercise 6: Decide

Time permitting, facilitators can setup a “Gallery Walk”, where participants observe
each other’s features, then “dot vote” on the best ones. In this way, teams can narrow
down the number of potential features they’ll need to consider in the remainder of
the workshop (and later, build during product development). This workshop does
not detail this method, but readers are referred to Chapter 10 in the Sprint book
(Knapp et al. 2016) for an explanation of this process. In this workshop, participants
simply present their Solution Sketches to team members and vote on which one or
two designs to move forward with.

At this stage, teams have defined their user’s needs and brainstormed potential
solutions for the most significant unmet needs given their estimated Opportunity
Scores. The result of this exercise is to build a shared understanding of other team
members’ Solution Sketches, and to decide which one or two designs will become
the focus for the remainder of the workshop. For instance, if a team of five produces
five Solution Sketches, the teamwill vote tomove forwardwith only one or two of the
designs. In this way, teams can focus their efforts for the remainder of the workshop,
where they exhaustively identify their assumptions, prioritize those assumptions by
risk, and outline a research plan to test these assumptions.

3.11.7 Exercise 7: Identify Assumptions

As a group, have participants discuss the risks associated with delivering their chosen
design(s). These risks might include:

• What challenges could the team face during product development? During
implementation?

• What must be true about:

– Our users?
– Our technology?
– State or federal regulations and policy?
– The business model? Market?

Participants record assumptions on sticky notes and place them on thewhiteboard,
then force rank each assumption by risk. To rank by risk, ask: “How bad would it be
if we got that assumption wrong?” For example, if your feature relies on access to
user data, can you feasibly gain access to this data, and if so, how? How bad would
it be if the technical approach you planned to use to access this data didn’t work? If
access to user data is critical to the functioning of your application, then this is a high
risk and should be prioritized towards the top of your list. If your team also planned
on a particular revenue model, but have not yet tested it, then that presents another
risk. However, in comparison to the technical risk of your product not functioning
if your team is unable to access user data, then this revenue model risk would be
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prioritized lower. In this case, by addressing that particular technical risk first, at least
your team would have a functioning product, and perhaps could find a new revenue
model if the one originally planned did not work out.

3.11.8 Exercise 8: Define the Research Plan

There are a plethora of user, market, and product research methods available to the
team to validate their assumptions. Participants are asked to write one experiment
per sticky note to address each assumption on the whiteboard. While the details
of these methods are out of the scope of this book and workshop, a number of
methods are listed in the accompanying slide deck for this exercise (Moses 2018).
For example, teams might need to better understand their users, and could decide
to run an ethnographic study or diary study to learn more about how their target
users work. If a team needs to learn more about their product offering, they might
build technical prototypes to investigate technical feasibility, or design a clickable
prototype of screens to test the usability of a new product workflow.

3.12 Workshop Wrap Up

By the end of the workshop, teams have assembled an outcome-based product
roadmap, or OutcomeMap. Potential solution ideas are prioritized by users’ greatest
unmet needs, and the research plan is prioritized by risk. At this point, teams are
still in the Think It stage of product development. Armed with a research plan,
teams have greater direction for what to do next. However, facilitators should caution
participants to carefully consider howmuch research they conduct. While teams will
never achieve zero risk, they should strive to collect enough evidence to confidently
decide whether to end the project, pivot to a new idea, or move forward with product
development of their proposed solution.

In this workshop, teams focused primarily on solving for users’ unmet needs, but
participants are urged to think more holistically about a few additional factors when
designing real-world applications. To successfully launch a product, even for global
health and grant-funded projects, teams should carefully consider all of the following
factors (Gerber 2019):

• Desirability

– What significant unmet needs do our users have?

• Feasibility

– What assets do we have (people, data, skills)?
– Can we build it?
– How long will it take to build it?
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• Viability

– Can we find a group of users or sponsors willing to pay?
– Does the revenue or sponsorship cover the cost to build, sell, and service this

product?

For example, even if we were to identify a large market of potential users and
employed a team capable of building and delivering the product, there is risk no one
adopts it if the product doesn’t solve the users’ significant unmet needs. By weighing
these considerations, teams can better prioritize what to build.

3.13 Summary

Innovation is not a linear path, and there is no one right way. However, we can break
down the process into faster, lower-cost chunks and then thoughtfully reflect on the
outcomes along the way. As taught in this chapter and workshop, it is valuable to
identify all high-risk assumptions upfront, then design experiments to test potential
critical failures early on in the product development process. The Outcome Map is
never complete, and is best treated as a living document. Similarly, product devel-
opment never ceases—that is, until the product has achieved its goals and it comes
time to deprecate it.

Building local innovation capacity by encouraging and teaching innovation best
practices is only part of the puzzle. During debriefs with workshop participants at the
2018 Khon Kaen University Datathon in Thailand, the author learned that a cultural
shift is also a critical component of progress. This is perhaps the greatest difficulty
for a team, organization, or society to accomplish. In medicine, cultural change can
be at the root of implementation challenges for evidence-based medical practices,
despite clear results of positive outcomes (Melnyk 2017; Best et al. 2013; Rice et al.
2018). The reasons might seem intractable: limited resources, competing priorities,
the need for leadership support and training, hierarchical relationships, a culture of
shame for failure of new initiatives, among other factors.

But there is hope. In Estonia, the small Baltic country in former-Soviet Union,
half of its citizens did not have a telephone line 30 years ago, yet today Estonia
represents one of the most digitally-advanced societies in the world (A.A.K. 2013).
Toomas Hendrik Ilves, the fourth president of Estonia, has said that Estonia’s success
in technological innovation has not been so much about using new technologies, but
about “shedding legacy thinking” (A.A.K. 2013).

By rethinking how high-income countries might best catalyze global health
improvements, we might derive new, effective, low-cost approaches. Building local
innovation capacity through transferring knowledge, processes, and encouraging a
culture shift about risk taking and failure offers an alternative. Given the inherent
difficulties of culture change, local innovation capacity might be further supported
by training teams in strategies for organizational change management techniques
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(Kotter and Schlesinger 2008; Kotter 2014), in addition to innovation best prac-
tices. As a global community, we are still learning how best to catalyze global
health improvements. Skill building in innovation best practices and organizational
change management offers an alternative, low-cost approach to driving global health
improvement.
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